PLAN OF THE WEEK

What’s Going On

The first week of April. Though we take our official Spring Break a couple of weeks earlier, the first week of April is the traditional Spring Week. It is easy to tell it is in the air. Students are still grinding out their classes. They can see the goal line. The stress of finals and term papers has not kicked into high gear yet. This is a great time to double down on great food, weekly specials and taking care of business. Look now at what we can do to make life better at UNT for our students and employees.

Work Tip

Spring is the time of renewal. It can also be the time of rededication. It is easy to get caught up in the work-a-day push and pull of getting through the day. Sometimes it is worth taking a moment to think, why do I have this job. Everyone has their reasons. Remembering the reasons you work, can help you to become a better worker. Better workers are better people. Better people make better organizations. It’s got to start somewhere. How about this Spring?

Worker of the Week: W.O.W.

In each area of our business, it’s great to know that there are people in place who approach their work with a can do attitude. Bryant Canzoneri is that employee for our marketing team. In this, Bryant’s focus and attention to detail is second to none. Whether it’s selling meal plans, overseeing the graphic reimage of a cafeteria or marketing a departmental food safety awareness program, Bryant lives in the “can-zone”. Bryant, thanks for all you do. You are appreciated.

Quote of the Week

“Spring is a true reconstructionist.”

Henry Timrod